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Abstract: Anorexia nervosa (AN) is a serious psychiatric illness associated with significant
medical and psychiatric morbidity, psychosocial impairment, increased risk of death, and
chronicity. Given the severity of the disorder, the establishment of safe and effective treatments
is necessary. Several treatments have been tried in AN, but few favorable results have emerged.
This paper reviews randomized controlled trials in AN, and provides a synthesis of existing data
regarding the efficacy, safety, and adherence associated with pharmacologic and psychological
interventions. Randomized controlled trials for the treatment of AN published in peer-reviewed
journals were identified by electronic and manual searches. Overall, pharmacotherapy has limited
benefits in the treatment of AN, with some promising preliminary findings associated with
olanzapine, an antipsychotic agent. No single psychological intervention has demonstrated clear
superiority in treating adults with AN. In adolescents with AN, the evidence base is strongest for
the use of family therapy over alternative individual psychotherapies. Results highlight challenges
in both treating individuals with AN and in studying the effects of those treatments, and further
emphasize the importance of continued efforts to develop novel interventions. Treatment trials
currently underway and areas for future research are discussed.
Keywords: anorexia nervosa, treatment, pharmacotherapy, psychotherapy, randomized
controlled trials
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Anorexia nervosa (AN) is a serious psychiatric illness defined in the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition, Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR)
as a refusal to maintain minimally normal body weight, an intense fear of gaining
weight or becoming fat, cognitive disturbances regarding one’s body weight and
shape, and amenorrhea in postmenarcheal females.1 AN has been associated with one
of the highest rates of mortality among all psychiatric disorders,2 due to both medical
complications and suicide.3 Given the severity of AN, the establishment of both safe
and effective treatments for the disorder is imperative.
Pharmacologic and psychological treatments for AN have been designed to target
the core features that define AN (weight, appetite, distorted thoughts, and behaviors)
as well as secondary symptoms, such as depression and anxiety. Although a variety
of treatments have been tried for AN, few randomized controlled trials (RCTs) have
been conducted, and few favorable results have emerged. The aim of this paper is to
review RCTs in AN to summarize the efficacy, safety, and adherence associated with
current treatments for AN.
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Methods
Treatment trials were identified by electronic searches of
the PubMed and PsychINFO databases from 1980 to May
2010 using the search terms “anorexia nervosa”, “treatment”,
“pharmacology”, “medication”, “antidepressants”, “antipsychotics”, “psychotherapy”, “cognitive behavioral therapy”,
“family therapy”, “inpatient”, and “hospitalization”. Given
the current review’s focus on efficacy, nonrandomized, noncontrolled treatment trials were excluded following review
of abstracts and when necessary, the articles. The reference
sections of all articles were reviewed to identify additional
studies.
Information regarding treatment conditions, length of
treatment, sample size, proportion of female participants,
treatment adherence, treatment outcome, and side effects or
adverse outcomes were obtained from all articles (n = 33) that
met the inclusion criteria. Table 1 summarizes the information
for pharmacotherapy trials, Table 2 for psychotherapy trials,
and Table 3 for trials comparing inpatient and outpatient
treatment programs. No studies compared the efficacy
of pharmacotherapy to psychotherapy, and studies that
examined the efficacy of medications added to psychotherapy
are included in Table 1.

Results
Medication trials
Several classes of medication have been examined in the
treatment of AN. Evidence regarding the efficacy of pharmacotherapy for AN is limited, and there are currently no
medications for the treatment of AN that are approved by
the US Food and Drug Administration.

Antidepressants
The most prominently studied drug class for AN is antidepressants. Antidepressants have shown efficacy in the treatment of several Axis I disorders including major depression,
obsessive compulsive disorder, and bulimia nervosa (BN).
Based on shared features between AN and disorders that
respond favorably to treatment with antidepressants, different
classes of antidepressants, including tricyclics (TCAs) and
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), have been
evaluated in the treatment of AN.

Efficacy
Early antidepressant medication trials evaluated TCAs, including clomipramine and amitriptyline. In general, the TCAs
have not proven to be effective in treating the core symptoms of AN or concurrent depression. Two RCTs evaluating
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the impact of clomipramine (a serotonin, norepinephrine,
and dopamine blocker) as adjunctive treatment to inpatient
hospitalization4,5 found no benefits of this medication on
weight gain or any psychological symptoms compared with
placebo, amisulpride (an antipsychotic), or fluoxetine (an
SSRI). Amitriptyline, a serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake
inhibitor, has also been evaluated as adjunctive treatment to
inpatient hospitalization,6 as well as in an outpatient trial.7
In a five-week outpatient trial, amitriptyline was no more
effective than either placebo or a no-drug comparison group
in the treatment of AN or associated depressive symptoms.7
Similarly, compared with the antiserotonergic agent cyproheptadine, amitriptyline showed no improvements on weight
gain or psychological symptoms beyond that of inpatient
hospitalization.6 However, cyproheptadine was associated
with decreased depression compared with placebo and an
increased rate of weight gain and caloric intake in restricting
AN patients. This benefit was offset by cyproheptadine’s
decreased treatment efficiency (defined as the reciprocal
of days to target weight times the maximum possible days
of hospitalization) in bulimic AN patients compared with
amitriptyline and placebo.
SSRIs have been evaluated in both the acute and
maintenance treatment phases of AN. Despite its beneficial effects in other disorders, fluoxetine does not appear
efficacious in the treatment of AN in underweight8 or
weight-restored9 individuals. Two RCTs have evaluated
the effectiveness of fluoxetine in preventing relapse in
recently weight-restored women with AN up to one year
following hospitalization.9,10 Kaye et al10 initially found
fluoxetine to be associated with improvements in weight,
depression, anxiety, obsessions and compulsions, and core
eating disorder (ED) symptoms from baseline to the end of
the study. However, only three individuals (15%) from the
placebo group remained on treatment after one year, thus
limiting comparisons between the two groups. In contrast,
in a larger multisite trial of fluoxetine versus placebo in
weight-restored women receiving outpatient cognitive
behavioral therapy (CBT), Walsh et al9 found no differences between fluoxetine and placebo in time to relapse,
percentage of patients maintaining a body mass index of at
least 18.5 kg/m2, or percentage of patients meeting criteria
for at least a fair outcome. Additionally, there were no differences between fluoxetine and placebo on the secondary
outcome measures of depression, core ED symptoms, and
quality of life. However, there was a beneficial effect of fluoxetine on anxiety. Given its greater methodologic strengths,
the Walsh et al9 study likely represents a more accurate
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35

Halmi et al6

Ruggiero et al5
24.1

Fassino et al11

Kaye et al10

52

39

100

100

24.8

22.5

Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors
Attia et al8
33 100
26.2

–

100

20.6

16.9

–

43

Age, years
(median)

Biederman et al7

Sex
(% F)
–

n

Tricyclic antidepressants
Lacey and Crisp4 16 100

Reference

AN-R,
age 16–35 years

F, DSM-IV AN
(while underweight)

F, age 16–45 years,
DSM-IV AN,
medically stable

DSM-IV AN-R
subtype, completing
inpatient
hospitalization

DSM-III AN
and amenorrhea

DSM-III AN

AN

Inclusion
criteria

Binge eating, Severe
medical or neurologic illness,
schizophrenia, alcohol
or drug dependence in
past year, psychotropic
medication in past month
Psychotropic medication in
past month, psychiatric
comorbidity,
known sensitivity to CIT

FLX allergy, alcohol
or drug dependence in
past 6 months, bipolar
or psychotic illness, OCD
with onset prior to AN

Age , 17 years,
psychiatric
comorbidity

–

Medical disorder
or psychotropic
medications

–

Exclusion
criteria

Table 1 Randomized controlled medication trials in anorexia nervosa

12 weeks max dose
20 mg/day
CIT (26) vs
WL (26)

One-year post
hospitalization max
dose 60 mg/day
FLX (19) vs PLA (20)

∼7-week max dose
60 mg/day FLX (15) vs
PLA (16)

3 months max dose
58 mg CLO (13) vs max
dose 28 mg FLX (10) vs max
dose 50 mg AMS (12)

5-week max dose
175 mg/day
AMT (11)
vs PLA (14) vs
ND (18)
Max dose 160 mg/day
AMT (24) vs max dose
32 mg/day CYP (23) vs
PLA (25)

∼11 weeks 50 mg/day
CLO (8) versus PLA (8)

Treatment
conditions

CIT 19 (73%)
WL 20 (77%)

FLX 10 (63%)
PLA 3 (15%)

FLX 11 (73%)
PLA 12 (75%)

CLO 13 (100%)
FLX 10 (100%)
AMS 12 (100%)

AMT 18 (75%)
CYP 19 (83%)
PLA 16 (64%)

AMT 11 (100%)
PLA 14 (100%)
ND 18 (100%)

CLO 6 (75%)
PLA 7 (88%)

Treatment
completion

ABS
BDI
CGI
BSQ
EAT
SCL-90
YBC-ED
Treatment
completion
HDRS
HARS
YBOCS
YBC-ED
BMI EDI EDI-SC
STAXI BDI SCL-90

Mean WT gain
Rate of WT gain
VAS hunger,
anxiety, anger,
excitement, sadness,
tension, appetite,
restlessness
SADS-C
HSCL
EAT
GSS
GI
ABS
HAMD
SCL-90
AAS
BDI
BMI
LIFE II BEI

Outcome
measures
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BDI, STAXI, EDI
CIT . WL

WT, HDRS,
HARS, YBOCS,
YBC-ED improved
with FLX

FLX = PLA

Weight AMS .
CLO and FLX

HAMD, BDI
CYP . PLA

AMT = PLA

Hunger
CLO . PLA

Results
summary**
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15

Mondraty et al14

34

18

Vandereycken13

Bissada et al16

18

Antipsychotics
Vandereycken
and Pierloot12

30

93

Walsh et al9

Brambilla et al15

26

n

Barbarich et al64

Reference

Table 1 (Continued)

100

100

–

100

100

100

–

Sex
(% F)

26.8

25

25.3

23.5

(21.5)

23.3

23

Age, years
(median)

DSM-IV AN
(except
amenorrhea)

DSM-IV AN

DSM-IV AN

DSM-III AN

DSM-III AN

F, age 16–45 years,
DSM-IV AN
(except
amenorrhea),
current BMI $
19 kg/m2 for
at least 2 weeks

AN

Inclusion
criteria

Active suicidal intent,
comorbid substance use,
bipolar, schizophrenia or
other psychotic disorder,
pregnancy, psychotropic
medications 2 weeks prior
to study initiation

General medical
impairments, cerebral
trauma, epilepsy

–

Additional drug
treatment

Additional drug
treatment

Imminent suicide risk,
serious medical illness,
current psychotropic
medication

–

Exclusion
criteria

10 week max dose
6.61 mg/day
OLZ + DH (16) vs
PLA + DH (18)

6 weeks dose 4 or
6 mg/day PIM (8) vs
PLA (10)
crossover design
6 weeks
mean dose
325 mg SUL (9) vs
PLA (9) crossover design
∼7 weeks max dose
20 mg/day OLZ (8) vs
max dose 200 mg/day
CHL (7)
3 months max dose
5 mg/day
OLZ + CBT (15) vs
PLA + CBT (15)

Six months max
dose 60 mg/day
FLX + NS (15) vs
FLX + PLA (11)
One year max
dose 80 mg/day
FLX + CBT (49) vs
PLA + CBT (44)

Treatment
conditions

OLZ 14 (88%)
PLA 14 (78%)

OLZ 15 (100%)
PLA 15 (100%)

OLZ 8 (100%)
CHL 7 (100%)

SUL 9 (100%)
PLA 9 (100%)

PIM 7 (88%)
PLA 10 (100%)

FLX 24 (49%)
PLA 16 (36%)

FLX + NS 7 (47%)
FLX + PLA 2 (18%)

Treatment
completion

BMI
PAS
YBOCS

BMI
EDI
YBC-ED
BDSA
HAMD
TCI

ABS
EAT
BAT
WT gain
WT gain
EDI-2 PI

ABS
WT gain

WT gain
FMPS
STAI
YBOCS
Time-to-relapse
BMI
EDI
BDI
BAI
RSE
YBC-ED
QlesQ

Outcome
measures

YBC-ED
compulsivity
OLZ . PLA
BDSA direct
aggression
OLZ . PLA
HAMD OLZ . PLA
TCI persistence
OLZ . PLA
WT gain
OLZ . PLA
YBOCS obsessions
OLZ . PLA

PI ruminative
thinking
OLZ . CHL

SUL = PLA

WT gain
PIM . PLA

BAI
FLX . PLA

FLX + NS =
FLX + PLA

Results
summary**
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CIS 16 (100%)
PLA 13 (100%)
8 week max
dose 30 mg
CIS (16) vs
PLA (13)
29
Szmukler et al18

–

21.9

DSM-III-R AN,
age 18–40 years

Concurrent illness
affecting gastric emptying

LC 8 (100%)
PLA 8 (100%)
4 weeks
LC (8) vs
PLA (8)
–
AN (Feighner et al
criteria)65
19.8
100
16
Other agents
Gross et al17

Note: **Greater than symbol (.) refers to a significantly better outcome or improvement.
Abbreviations: AAS, Anorectic Attitudes Scale; ABS, anorexic behavior scale; AMS, amisulpride; AMT, amitriptyline; BAI, Beck Anxiety Inventory; BAT, Body Attitudes Test; BDI, Beck Depression Inventory; BDSA, Buss–Durkee Scale
For Aggression; BMI, body mass index; BSQ, Body Shape Questionnaire; CBT, cognitive behavioral therapy; CGI, Clinical Global Impression; CHL, chlorpromazine; CIS, cisapride; CIT, citalopram; CLO, clomipramide; CYP, cyproheptadine;
DH, day hospital; EAT, Eating Attitudes Test; EDI, Eating Disorder Inventory; EDI-SC, Eating Disorder Inventory Symptom Checklist; F, female; FLX, fluoxetine; FMPS, Frost Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale; GAAQ, Goldberg
Anorectic Attitude Questionnaire; GI, global improvement; GSS, Global Severity Scale; HARS, Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale; HDRS, Hamilton Depression Rating Scale; HET, gastric half-emptying time; HSCL, Hopkins Symptom Checklist;
LC, lithium carbonate; LIFE II BEI, structured eating disorder interview based on long interval follow-up evaluation; ND, no drug group; NS, nutritional supplement; OLZ, olanzapine; PAS, Personality Assessment Inventory; PI, Padua
inventory; PIM, pimozide; PLA, placebo; PRS, Psychiatric Rating Scale; QlesQ, quality of life enjoyment and satisfaction questionnaire; RSE, Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale; SADS-C, Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia-change Version;
SCL, symptoms checklist; SDS, Goldberg Situational Discomfort Scale; STAI, State Trait Anxiety Inventory; STAXI, State Trait Anger Expression Inventory; SUL, sulpiride; TCI, Temperament and Character Inventory; VAS, visual analog
scale; WL, wait-list; WT, weight; YBC-ED, Yale–Brown–Cornell Eating Disorder Scale; YBOCS, Yale–Brown Obsessive–Compulsive Scale.

VAS hunger
CIS . PLA
GI
CIS . PLA
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WT gain
HSCL-90
GAAQ
SDS
PRS
WT
HET
VAS
BDI
GI

WT gain
LC . PLA
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picture of lack of efficacy for fluoxetine in promoting the
maintenance phase of treatment for AN.
Lastly, one RCT revealed some potential benefits of
citalopram, an SSRI, in the treatment of outpatients with
AN. Fassino et al11 found that compared with wait-list
controls (who were monitored with periodic clinical assessments to ensure safety), citalopram was associated with
improvements in depression, anxiety, and some ED symptoms; however, citalopram was not effective in increasing
weight. Additionally, this study is limited by its use of a
wait-list rather than a placebo control group. Thus, further
evidence is needed to determine the efficacy of citalopram
in the treatment of AN.

Adherence
In general, there were no differences in adherence for
the TCAs compared with other medication groups (eg,
placebo, amisulpride, fluoxetine, and cyproheptadine).
In one study, treatment compliance for amitriptyline was
good, with only two patients showing lower than expected
plasma levels of the medication.7 In terms of the SSRIs,
adherence to fluoxetine in hospitalized patients with AN
was also good.8 There were no reported differences in
treatment compliance between fluoxetine and placebo,
with two patients in each group leaving treatment prematurely against medical advice.8 Treatment completion rates
in the two studies examining the effect of fluoxetine in
weight-restored patients with AN at one year were 63%10
and 49%,9 respectively. Citalopram had a relatively high
rate of treatment compliance (73%), which did not differ
from placebo.11

Safety
In the early study of clomipramine versus placebo as
adjunctive treatment to inpatient hospitalization, two of
16 patients, both of whom purged, complained of side
effects normally attributed to TCA medications, but one
patient was on placebo.4 In one study, the majority of
patients treated with amitriptyline experienced substantial
discomfort and adverse effects including diaphoresis,
drowsiness, dry mouth, blurred vision, urinary retention, hypotension, and cardiovascular problems.7 Unlike
amitriptyline, fluoxetine appears to be well tolerated by
patients both in the acute and weight maintenance phases
of treatment. The most common side effects or reasons for
discontinuing treatment with fluoxetine during the inpatient
treatment trial were persistent or worsening depression or
anxiety, headaches, insomnia, and agitation.8
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Summary
Overall, the TCA class of antidepressants appears to be
ineffective in the treatment of AN, with some specific medications (ie, amitriptyline) associated with significant side
effects. On the other hand, the SSRI class of antidepressants
appears well tolerated by AN patients, with only mild side
effects. However, SSRIs do not appear to be effective in
treating symptoms of AN or preventing relapse.

Antipsychotics
Various antipsychotics have been evaluated in the treatment of
AN, because affected individuals show distorted body image
to a delusional proportion and because of the ego-syntonic
nature of self-starvation. Furthermore, antipsychotics are
known to reduce agitation and anxiety and often have weight
gain as a side effect.

Efficacy
Early trials of antipsychotics have evaluated the effects of
pimozide, a dopamine receptor blocker,12 and sulpiride,
a selective dopamine antagonist. 13 Vandereycken and
P ierloot 12 used a double-blind, crossover design with
three-week medication periods of pimozide and placebo.
Results provide modest support for enhanced weight gain
using pimozide compared with placebo, but findings were
limited by a small sample size (n = 18) and a short duration of treatment (ie, three weeks of medication). Using
nearly identical methods to those in the pimozide trial,
Vandereycken13 found no benefits of sulpiride compared
with placebo.
The most widely studied antipsychotic medication
for AN is olanzapine, a thienobenzodiazepine with high
affinity for serotonin and dopamine receptors. Olanzapine
has been compared with both placebo and chlorpromazine (a typical antipsychotic) in RCTs. There is growing
evidence to suggest that olanzapine may be beneficial in
the treatment of AN, but the nature of such improvements
has varied across studies. In a seven-week trial, olanzapine was more effective than chlorpromazine in reducing
ruminative anorexic thinking in inpatients with AN.14 In
a three-month outpatient trial of olanzapine versus placebo in women receiving CBT, olanzapine was associated
with improvements in depression, aggressiveness, and
ED-related compulsivity.15 When patients were stratified
by AN subtype, there was a significant increase in body
mass index for those with AN binge-purge subtype in the
olanzapine group, suggesting that olanzapine may be more
beneficial in increasing weight for a subgroup of those
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with AN. In a 10-week trial of olanzapine versus placebo
in a larger sample of women in a day-hospital program,
Bissada et al16 found that olanzapine was significantly
better than placebo in increasing rate of weight gain and
decreasing obsessions.

Adherence
Treatment adherence to pimozide and sulpiride was good,
with one patient discontinuing treatment with pimozide
due to side effects.12 Treatment compliance was also high
in patients taking chlorpromazine (100%) and olanzapine
(88%–100%).

Safety
One patient in the pimozide trial reported severe central
nervous system side effects and had to be withdrawn
from the study. 12 Furthermore, the evidence suggests
that higher doses of pimozide are usually associated with
central nervous system adverse effects, and these may
be more pronounced in underweight individuals. 12 In a
small trial of chlorpromazine versus olanzapine, chlorpromazine was associated with side effects including
sedation, hypotension, and blurred vision in the majority (50%) of patients. 14 In contrast, olanzapine has been
well tolerated by individuals with AN and has not been
associated with reports of serious adverse effects. 14–16
The most frequently reported side effect for olanzapine
was mild sleepiness.15

Summary
Although antipsychotics appear to be reasonably well
tolerated by individuals with AN, some are associated with
severe side effects, and those associated with the worst side
effects do not appear to be associated with large improvements in treating the disorder. Of note, preliminary evidence
suggests that olanzapine is well tolerated, associated with
only mild side effects, and may be effective in improving
some cognitive symptoms and weight.

Other agents
Other pharmacologic agents have been tried in the treatment
of AN, including lithium carbonate (a mood stabilizer),
cyproheptadine hydrochloride, and cisapride. Similar to
some of the antipsychotic medications, lithium carbonate and cyproheptadine were evaluated in the treatment of
AN because of their associations with weight gain in other
populations. On the other hand, cisapride was evaluated in
AN due to its known effect on increasing the rate of gastric
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emptying, which was hypothesized to decrease distress from
feelings of fullness and bloating during refeeding.

Efficacy
There is some indication that lithium may facilitate weight
gain in individuals with AN, but results are limited by
small sample size and need for replication.17 As previously
noted, one RCT found cyproheptadine to be associated with
decreased rates of depression and increased improvements
in those without bulimic symptoms, but it was associated
with decreased efficacy in individuals with bulimic symptoms.6 Lastly, in an eight-week trial of cisapride versus placebo, cisapride led to improvements in hunger and reductions
in overall distress, but it did not prove helpful in increasing
weight or ameliorating psychological symptoms.18

Adherence
Treatment compliance for lithium (100%), cyproheptadine
(83%), and cisapride (100%) were good.

Safety
Although there was a slight indication that lithium facilitated
weight gain in a small sample, concerns have been raised that
the use of lithium in individuals who may not be medically
stable, and often exhibit electrolyte and fluid imbalances,
may present safety issues that compromise any beneficial
effects.19 Cyproheptadine was not associated with any pattern
of moderately or severely rated physical symptoms or side
effects in AN patients.6

Psychological treatments
A variety of psychological treatments for AN have attempted
to target different aspects of the disorder, including distorted
thoughts regarding food and body image, dysfunctional
behaviors such as restrictive eating, binging and purging,
and interpersonal and intrapsychic issues. To date, CBT has
been the most frequently studied psychological treatment for
AN in adults, and family therapy has gained evidence for the
treatment of AN in adolescents.

Cognitive behavioral therapy
CBT for AN is based on a theoretical model that overvalued
ideas about the significance of shape, weight, and control
over eating are the maintaining factors of the disorder.
In general, the treatment can be divided into four phases,
ie, enhancement of motivation, targeting of cognitive
distortions and dysfunctional behavior related to eating
habits and shape or weight, issues beyond eating and weight,

Psychology Research and Behavior Management 2010:3
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and relapse prevention.20 Five RCTs have been conducted
comparing similar versions of CBT and cognitive therapy
with other forms of psychotherapy or dietary or nutritional
counseling. Four of these trials have been conducted with
individuals in the acute phase of treatment,21–24 and one with
weight-restored AN patients.25

Efficacy
Results from studies comparing CBT with other forms of
behavioral therapy (BT) indicate that there is no difference
between the two types of treatments in individuals with AN,
but these trials are limited by small sample sizes.21,23 The
first controlled trial of CBT for AN compared six months
of outpatient CBT with BT and “treatment as usual” in
24 females. CBT and BT did not differ from each other in
terms of improvements in weight, eating disorder symptoms,
or Morgan–Russell status.21 Similarly, Ball and Mitchell23
conducted a study comparing CBT with behavioral family
therapy in women aged 13–23 years. Although this study had
a greater length of treatment (one year) and longer duration of
follow-up (six months) than the previous study, it also found
no differences between the two treatments.
Given that individuals with AN often experience a range of
interpersonal problems26 and evidence that interpersonal therapy
had efficacy in the treatment of BN compared with BT,27 McIntosh et al24 compared the effectiveness of 20 weeks of outpatient
CBT with interpersonal psychotherapy and nonspecific supportive clinical management in a group of 56 adult women with AN.
Individuals in the nonspecific supportive clinical management
group showed greater global improvement than both the CBT
and interpersonal therapy groups, but there were no differences
between the groups in terms of weight outcome.
Lastly, CBT and cognitive therapy have both been
c ompared with dietary and nutritional counseling in
outpatients with AN. Serfaty et al22 found that weight,
depression, and ED symptoms all improved with cognitive therapy in a sample of 35 adult outpatients with AN.
However, all 10 individuals in the nutritional counseling
control group dropped out, so no specific comparisons
between the groups could be made at treatment end. Only
one RCT has been conducted examining the efficacy of
CBT in preventing relapse in individuals with AN compared
with nutritional counseling.25 This study found that CBT
was associated with significantly greater treatment success and longer time to relapse compared with nutritional
counseling. Results suggest that CBT may be helpful in
preventing relapse in weight-restored women with AN at
least one year following discharge from inpatient treatment,
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56

25

Ball and Mitchell23

McIntosh et al24

33

Pike et al25

100

100

100

95

35

Serfaty et al22

Sex
(% F)
100

n

Cognitive behavioral therapy
Channon et al21
24

Authors

(17–40)

18.0

25.3

20.9

23.8

Age, years
(median)

Age 17–40 years,
DSM-IV AN
except
amenorrhea

Age 13–23 years,
DSM-IV AN
(including ,
90% IBW)

DSM-IV AN
and WT-restored
on inpatient unit

Age $ 16 years,
DSM-III-R AN

AN (Russell 1983
criteria)66

Inclusion
criteria

Table 2 Randomized controlled psychotherapy trials in anorexia nervosa

Lived outside
commuting
distance from
hospital
BMI ,13.5,
receiving other
psychologic or
pharmacologic
treatments,
comorbid disorder
except depression
or anxiety,
self-harm in past
year, in need of
hospitalization
Current severe
major depression,
psychoactive
substance dependence,
major medical or
neurologic illness,
developmental
learning disorder,
cognitive
impairment,
bipolar I disorder,
schizophrenia

Age , 16 years

–

Exclusion
criteria

Minimum
20 weeks
CBT (19) vs
IPT (21) vs
NSCM (16)

1 year
CBT (13) vs
BFT (12)
with 6 month
follow-up

1 year
CBT (18) vs
NC (15)

6 months
CT (25) vs
DA (10)

6 months
CBT (8) vs
BT (8) vs
TAU (8)

Treatment
conditions

CBT 12 (63%)
IPT 12 (57%)
NSCM 11 (69%)

CBT 9 (69%)
BFT 9 (75%)

CBT 14 (78%)
NC 7 (47%)

CT 23 (92%)
DA 0 (0%)

CBT 8 (100%)
BT 8 (100%)
TAU 8 (100%)

Treatment
completion

SCID
HAMD
EDE
GAF
GAM
EDI

WT
MRS
BMI
EDE
ABOS
EDI
BDI
STAI
SSES
IBC

BMI
MRS
EDI
MOCI
BDI
Preferred WT
BMI
BDI
EDI
DAS
LCB
Time to relapse
MRC

Outcome
measures

GAF
NSCM . CBT, IPT

NC greater
treatment failure
and less time to
relapse than CBT
CBT = BFT

BMI, BDI, EDI, LCB
improved with CT

CBT = BT = TAU

Results
summary**
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37

25

Le Grange et al32

Robin et al31

Geist et al35

40

30

Hall and Crisp30

Eisler et al33

57

Family therapy
Russell et al28

98

100

100

89

100

90

15.5

14.6

14.2

15.3

19.6

21.8

In need of
hospitalization,
major psychiatric
disorder

–

–

DSM-IV AN or
ICD-10 AN

WT , 90%
IBW due to
self-imposed
food restriction

Age , 12
or $17.4 years,
male, chronic
medical illness,
immediate suicide
risk, psychotic
features, receiving
individual or
family therapy
in the community
–

F, age 11–20 years, –
DSM-III-R AN,
living at home
with one or
both parents

DSM-III-R AN,
age ,18 years,
illness duration
,3 years

AN, age 13–27
years, unmarried

DSM-III AN

CFT (19) vs
SFT (21)

16 weeks
FT (12) vs
FGP (13)

12–18 months
BFST (19)
vs EOIT (18)
with 1 year
follow-up

6 months
CFT (10)
vs FC (8)

12 sessions
PT + FT (15)
vs DA (15)

1 year
FT (29) vs
IST (28)

CFT 17 (89%)
SFT 19 (90%)

FT 12 (100%)
FGP 13 (100%)

1 year follow-up
total sample
30 (81%)

SMFQ
MOCI
EAT
EDI
MRS
FACES
SCFI
RSE

WT
GSC
Sexual and
social adjustment
MRA
BMI
EAT
RSE
FACES
BMI
EAT
EDI
BDI
PARQ
CBCL
BMI
EDI
CDI
BSI
FAM-III

PT + FT 14 (93%)
DA 11 (73%)

CFT 9 (100%)
FC 9 (100%)

WT
Menstruation
MRS

FT 27 (93%)
IST 27 (96%)

(Continued)

Psychological
function mood,
obsessionality,
psychosexual
adjustment
CFT . SFT
EDI
CFT . SFT

FT = FGP

BMI
BFST . EOIT

CFT = FC

MRS, WT
FT . IST for
adolescent AN
MRS, WT
IST . FST for
adult AN
Sexual and social
adjustment
PT + FT . DA
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Dare et al37
26.3

18.1

25.0

15.2

Age, years
(median)

Age $ 18 years,
DSM-IV AN

DSM-IV AN

Age $ 18 years,
ICD-10 AN

Age 12–18 years,
DSM-IV AN
(some partially
weight restored),
missed minimum
of one menstrual
period

Inclusion
criteria

Serious suicidal risk,
BMI , 12 kg/m2,
hypoglycemia, syncope,
or severe electrolyte
depletion

Axis I comorbidity

In need of
inpatient
treatment (clinical
judgment)

Severe physical health
problems, psychiatric
illness that would
interfere with
treatment (eg,
psychosis), previously
failed family treatment

Exclusion
criteria

20 weekly
sessions
EBT (16) vs
CAT (14)
with 1 year
follow-up
1 year
SPT (7) vs
COT (6)
1 year
FPP (19) vs
FT (21) vs
TAU (19) vs
7 months
CAT (22)

6 months
SFT (44) vs
1 year
LFT (42)

Treatment
conditions

FPP 12 (63%)
FT 16 (76%)
CAT 13 (68%)
TAU 13 (59%)

SPT 6 (86%)
COT 2 (33%)

EBT 10 (63%)
CAT 10 (71%)

SFT 42 (96%)
LFT 34 (84%)

Treatment
completion

DSM-SS
EAT BSI
SQ
MRS

MRS
SRI

EDE
SADS
YBC-ED
CBCL
FES

Outcome
measures

FPP, FT . TAU

Remission rate
SPT . COT

SRI
CAT . EBT

SFT = LFT

Results
summary**

Note: **Greater than symbol (.) refers to a significantly better outcome or improvement.
Abbreviations: ABOS, Anorectic Behavior Observation Scale; BDI, Beck Depression Inventory; BFST, behavioral family systems therapy; BFT, behavioral family therapy; BMI, body mass index; BSI, Brief Symptom Inventory; BT, behavioral
therapy; CAT, cognitive analytic therapy; CBCL, Child Behavior Check List; CBT, cognitive behavioral therapy; CDI, Children’s Depression Inventory; CFT, conjoint family therapy; COT, cognitive orientation treatment; CT, cognitive
therapy; DA, dietary advice; DAS, Dysfunctional Attitude Scale; DSM-SS, Symptomatology Scale For Anorexia And Bulimia; EAT, Eating Attitudes Test; EBT, educational behavior therapy; EDE, Eating Disorders Examination; EDI, Eating
Disorder Inventory; EOIT, ego-oriented individual therapy; F, female; FACES, Family Adaptability And Cohesion Evaluation Scales; FAM-III, Family Assessment Measure; FC, family counseling; FES, Family Environment Scale; FGP, family
group psychoeducation; FPP, focal psychoanalytic psychotherapy; FT, family therapy; GAF, Global Assessment of Functioning; GAM, Global Anorexia Nervosa Measure; GCS, global clinical scale; HAMD, Hamilton Depression Rating
Scale; IBC, interaction behavior code (family functioning); IPT, interpersonal psychotherapy; IST, individual supportive therapy; LCB, locus of control of behavior; LFT, long-term family therapy; MOCI, Maudsley Obsessional Compulsive
Index; MRA, Morgan–Russell assessment; MRC, Morgan–Russell criteria; MRS, Morgan–Russell scale; NC, nutritional counseling; NSCM, nonspecific supportive clinical management; PARQ, parent adolescent relationship questionnaire;
PT, psychodynamic therapy; RSE, Rosenberg Self-esteem Scale; SADS, Schedule For Affective Disorders And Schizophrenia For School-aged Children; SCFI, standardized clinical family interviews; SCID, Structured Clinical Interview for
DSM-IV; SFT, short-term family therapy; SMFQ, Short Mood And Feeling Questionnaire; SPT, self-psychology treatment; SQ, Selves Questionnaire; SRI, self-reported improvement; SSES, State Self-Esteem Scale; STAI, State Trait Anxiety
Inventory; TAU, treatment as usual; YBC-ED, Yale–Brown–Cornell Eating Disorder Scale.

98

100

13

Bachar at al38

89.5

Sex
(% F)

97

86

n

Other psychotherapies
Treasure et al39
30

Lock et al36

Authors
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but replication is important given problems with failure to
replicate positive results from other RCTs.

Adherence
Treatment completion rates for CBT in RCTs have ranged
from 63%–100%, suggesting CBT is reasonably well
tolerated by patients with AN. Additionally, adherence
to treatment with both CBT and behavioral therapies has
been significantly better than control conditions, including
nutritional counseling and dietary advice. Despite reasonable rates of treatment completion in CBT trials, no studies
report compliance with homework or other aspects of the
treatment, so rates of full engagement with the treatment
protocol are unknown.

Safety
Although CBT is itself a “safe” treatment, some patients
require hospitalization during treatment to address medical
safety. In one study, three patients (12%) had to be withdrawn
from CBT or behavioral therapy and be hospitalized.23

Summary
Overall, there is some limited support for CBT improving
symptoms of AN or reducing rate of relapse when compared
with “nutritional” therapies, but conclusions are limited by
lack of a sustained control group for one study and lack of
replication for the other. Moreover, in larger trials, CBT
does not seem superior to other forms of psychotherapy
(eg, behavioral therapy, nonspecific supportive clinical
management).

Family therapy
As previously mentioned, there is growing evidence for the
efficacy of family therapy in the treatment of adolescents
with AN. To date, seven RCTs have been conducted in adolescent populations, with the majority (five) being family
therapy interventions. Family therapy appears superior when
compared with other forms of psychotherapy, and results do
not appear dependent on the format (eg, individual versus
group) or length of treatment. Early theories of the development of AN assumed that dysfunctional family life was
one of the causes of the disorder. As such, family therapy
interpreted patients with AN as the “identified patient”
and sought to treat the family system because the entire
family was viewed as the actual patient. In stark contrast,
the current rationale for family therapy does not blame the
family for the emergence of AN, and instead is based on the
idea that the family environment can be used to ameliorate
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the disorder. Thus, modern family therapies invite family
members to become part of the treatment team to extend a
therapeutic environment for change into patients’ naturalistic environments.

Efficacy
Russell et al28 conducted the first RCT to examine the
efficacy of family therapy. All participants were admitted
to the Maudsley Hospital in London and weight restored to
at least 89.5% of average body weight. Patients were first
stratified into one of four subgroups and then randomly
assigned to either one year of outpatient family therapy
or individual supportive therapy just prior to discharge.
The subgroups consisted of early-onset AN with duration
less than three years (mean age 16.6 years), early-onset
AN with duration greater than three years (mean age
20.6 years), AN age of onset greater than 19 years (mean
age 27.7 years), and BN (mean age 24.0 years). Results
indicated that family therapy was superior to individual
supportive therapy for the early-onset/short duration AN
subgroup, suggesting that family therapy may be beneficial for a specific subgroup of AN patients. In contrast,
individual supportive therapy led to greater improvements
in body weight and better Morgan–Russell outcomes 29
compared with family therapy for adults with AN (ie,
later-onset group). In another early outpatient trial of
combined individual and family therapy versus dietary
advice conducted in adults with AN, Hall and Crisp30 found
that, at one-year follow-up, individuals in the combined
treatment group showed significant improvements in sexual
and social adjustment compared with the dietary advice
treatment group; however, no differences were found for
improvements in weight. In the second study of adolescent
patients, body mass index was significantly more improved
at one-year follow-up in adolescent girls treated with
behavioral systems family therapy compared with those
treated with ego-oriented individual therapy.31
Based on results indicating general benefits of family
therapy in adolescents, studies have examined various
permutations of family therapy, including conjoint versus
separate treatment sessions,32–34 individual versus group
f amily therapy, 35 and short-term versus long-term
treatment.36 Two studies comparing conjoint (ie, sessions
with both the patient and parents) versus separate family
therapy (ie, individual sessions for the patient and separate
counseling sessions for the parents) found no differences
between groups after six months32 or at five-year followup. 34 Additionally, f ive-year follow-up revealed that
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individuals with families high in expressed emotion
(maternal criticism) in the conjoint family group were less
likely to experience continued weight gain after treatment,
whereas those low in expressed emotion continued weight
gain regardless of treatment group.
In a comparison of eight sessions of individual family
versus group family psychoeducation therapy, Geist et al35
found no differences on any self-report measures of eating disorder symptoms or noneating disorder pathology.
Lastly, in a relatively large family therapy trial, Lock et al36
examined the effectiveness of short (10 sessions over six
months) versus long-term (20 sessions over one year) family
therapy. This study found no differences between the groups
for eating disorder, mood or anxiety symptoms, suggesting
that the majority of adolescents with AN may benefit from
short-term family therapy. However, results indicated that
individuals with more severe obsessions and compulsions
related to eating or those with nonintact families did significantly better in the long term compared with the short-term
treatment group. Thus, identification of specific factors
associated with the eating disorder may be important markers in determining the type of treatment most beneficial for
a given individual.

Adherence
Adherence to family therapy in adolescents with AN has been
high, with treatment completion rates ranging from 81% to
100% across studies. In the study conducted by Eisler et al33
comparing two forms of family therapy, the majority of
patients remained in the study for a full year (n = 29, 73%)
with another seven participants completing more than three
months of treatment. Adherence to family therapy has also
been high in adults, with completion rates ranging from 76%
to 93%.28,30,37

Safety
Overall, two studies reported patients needing to be admitted
(or readmitted) to an inpatient program during the family therapy treatment trial.35,36 In the first study,35 five of 25 patients
(20%) receiving either individual or group family therapy
needed to be readmitted to the hospital, although they all
still completed the trial. Similar rates of hospitalization were
found in a treatment trial comparing short-term versus longterm family therapy, with 19 of 86 patients (22%) requiring
hospitalization (average 18 days) due to medical instability.36
There were no differences in need for hospitalization between
the two treatment groups, and participants re-entered their
original treatment condition after hospital discharge.
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Other psychotherapy
In addition to family therapy and CBT, other forms of
behavioral, cognitive, and psychodynamic psychotherapies,
including educational behavioral therapy (EBT), cognitive
analytic therapy, cognitive orientation therapy, self-psychology,
and focal psychoanalytic psychotherapy, have been studied
in individuals with AN. As previously mentioned, behavioral
therapies for AN are based on the explanatory model that
dysfunctional behavioral patterns are the maintaining factors
of the disorder. Thus, EBT entailed monitoring daily intake,
with the overall goal of increasing the amount and variety of
food consumed. In contrast, current psychodynamic therapies for AN are largely based on attachment theory and the
explanatory model that dysfunctional eating patterns provide
a sense of security for AN patients. Cognitive analytic therapy
(CAT) follows a psychodynamic framework focusing not
only on self-monitoring of behaviors but also interpersonal
and transference issues. Whereas CAT combines elements
of cognitive, behavioral, and psychodynamic therapies, focal
psychodynamic psychotherapy focuses on the conscious and
unconscious meanings of the eating disorder symptoms and
how these symptoms influence current relationships.37 Selfpsychology also is a psychoanalytic therapy with the viewpoint
that patients with AN cannot rely on themselves to fulfill their
self needs, and thus must rely on either the avoidance or consumption of food to fulfill such needs.38

Efficacy
Treasure et al39 compared outpatient EBT with CAT in
adults with AN. At one-year follow-up, results indicated
that individuals in the CAT group had signif icantly
greater self-reported improvements, but no other differences between the groups were found. Bachar et al38
reported that self-psychology was superior to cognitive
orientation therapy in an RCT limited by a small sample
size (n = 13) and high rate of drop-out (67%) in the cognitive orientation group. Finally, to evaluate further the
use of individual psychodynamic treatments and family
therapy in adults with AN, Dare et al 37 randomized 84
patients with AN (one male) to one of four groups, ie,
one year of focal psychoanalytic psychotherapy, seven
months of CAT, one year of family therapy, or one year
of low-contact “routine” treatment. In terms of weight
gain, those in the three treatment groups had greater
improvements compared with those in the routine
group. More specifically, individuals in the focal psychoanalytic or family therapy group had significantly
greater weight gain compared with the routine group at
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one-year follow-up. However, despite improvements in
the psychotherapy groups, more than two-thirds of the
patients remained underweight at one-year follow-up.
Furthermore, although the treatment groups fared better
than routine treatment, it was not possible to differentiate
improvements among groups.

Adherence
As previously mentioned, adolescent treatment compliance for cognitive orientation therapy was poor (33%).
Adult compliance for EBT (63%) and CAT (71%) was
good and did not differ significantly between groups. In
the study conducted by Dare et al37 patients were significantly more likely to remain in one of the psychotherapy
treatment groups compared with the routine treatment
group.

Safety
No patients receiving either EBT or CAT required inpatient
treatment.39 In contrast, two patients (9%) receiving CAT
required hospitalization during the course of treatment.37
Hospitalization also was required for two (11%) patients in
the focal psychoanalytic group, three (14%) in the family
therapy group, and five (26%) in the routine treatment
group.37 Additionally, one patient in the routine treatment
group died during the study. Overall, patients were significantly less likely to remain as an outpatient in the routine
treatment compared with the three specialized treatments,
suggesting improved medical safety associated with CAT,
family therapy, and focal psychoanalytic therapy compared
with treatment as usual.37

Hospitalization and intensive
multidisciplinary approaches
Given the medical risks associated with symptoms of AN
and increased risk of a fatal outcome,3 inpatient and day
hospitalization are widely used treatments for AN, and
are often considered the surest ways to achieve weight
gain in this population, given the ability to provide a controlled environment. However, only two RCTs have been
conducted comparing inpatient hospitalization with other
forms of treatment.40,41 Both inpatient and day programs
are intensive multidisciplinary approaches generally comprised of specific behavioral refeeding programs with the
end goals of medical stability and normalization of weight
and eating patterns. Although hospitalization programs are
often effective in normalizing weight in patients with AN,
relapse rates remain high.
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Efficacy
In the first RCT of hospitalization, Crisp et al40 compared
the effectiveness of inpatient treatment with two forms of
outpatient psychotherapy and a dietary counseling control
group in late adolescents with AN. The treatment groups
comprised: inpatient treatment followed by 12 sessions of
outpatient individual and family psychotherapy; outpatient
individual and family psychotherapy with dietary counseling;
and outpatient group psychotherapy, with groups for both
the patients and parents. At one-year follow-up, individuals
in the two outpatient treatment groups gained significantly
more weight than those in the dietary counseling control
group, but they did not differ from each other or from the
inpatient group. The second RCT was conducted in a group
of 167 adolescents with AN who were randomized to inpatient treatment, specialized outpatient treatment, or general
child and adolescent mental health outpatient services.41 In
intent-to-treat analyses at two-year follow-up, there were
no significant differences between the groups in terms of
Morgan–Russell outcomes,29 eating disorder symptoms,
clinician-rated severity, depression, or family functioning.

Adherence
Crisp et al40 observed greater refusal to engage in treatment
when randomized to inpatient treatment. Similarly, Gowers
et al41 found significant variability in adherence to treatment
allocation among conditions, with inpatients having the
lowest rate of adherence (49.1%) compared with both the
specialized (74.5%) and generalized outpatient (69.1%)
treatments. Although inpatient settings allow for more control over adherence to treatment protocols than outpatient
settings, during voluntary hospitalization patients have the
ability to leave treatment against medical advice. In general,
reported drop-out rates for inpatient treatment have ranged
from 20% to 50% and from 13% to 19% for day hospital
treatments,42 suggesting that the latter may represent a more
acceptable form of treatment.

Safety
Gowers et al41 reported that 31 of 110 individuals (28%)
assigned to the two outpatient programs required hospital
admission within the year. In general, individuals with AN
who are in need of hospitalization tend to be more severe and
are at risk for several medical complications including gastrointestinal, endocrine, neurologic, renal, and cardiovascular
problems. Although hospitalization and refeeding programs
are necessary to diminish many of these life-threatening
complications, in some significantly malnourished patients,
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INPT =
OUT =
CAMHS
MRAOS
Severe
intellectual
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severe
comorbid
physical
conditions
affecting
digestion or
metabolism
Age 12–18 years,
DSM-IV AN
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92
167
Gowers et al41
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Note: **Greater than symbol (.) refers to a significantly better outcome or improvement.
Abbreviations: CAMHS, Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services; F, female; INPT, inpatient treatment; MRAOS, Morgan–Russell Average Outcome Scale; NTX, no further treatment; BMI, body mass index; OUT GRP, outpatient
group therapy; OUT IND/FAM, outpatient individual and family therapy; SA, social adjustment.

INPT,
OUT . NTX
BMI
Menstruation
SA
90

100

22

DSM-III-R AN, F,
duration illness
, 10 years

–

INPT (30) vs OUT
IND/FAM (20) vs
OUT GRP (20) vs
NTX (20) with
one-year follow-up
INPT (57) vs
OUT (55) vs
CAMHS (55)
Two-year
follow-up

INPT 18 (60%)
OUT IND/FAM
18 (90%) OUT
GRP 17 (85%)
NTX 20 (100%)
Two-year follow-up
INPT 28 (49%)
OUT 41 (75%)
CAMHS 38 (69%)

104

Crisp et al40

Inclusion
criteria
Age, years
(median)
Sex (% F)
N
Authors

Table 3 Randomized controlled hospitalization trials in anorexia nervosa
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refeeding syndrome can develop in the beginning stages
of nutritional rehabilitation. Refeeding syndrome is a multifaceted metabolic complication that can be fatal if not
treated properly. Physician monitoring of serum potassium,
phosphates, and magnesium, as well as the development of
edema and vital signs is imperative, especially during early
stages of refeeding.43 Neither RCT reported having patients
with refeeding syndrome or severe medical complications,40,41
and no reliable estimates of this rare, but potentially fatal,
complication have been provided in the literature.

Discussion
Overall, results from RCTs suggest that few treatments
are adequately effective in the treatment of AN. No
pharmacologic agent has emerged as a treatment of choice
for AN. Unlike TCAs, SSRIs seem to be well tolerated, with
low rates of adverse events or serious side effects, but there
has been a failure to replicate an early finding that SSRIs
might prevent relapse in weight-restored patients. Moreover,
controlled trials do not support the use of antidepressants to
improve weight gain, ED symptomatology, or associated
psychopathology in underweight or weight-restored patients
with AN. Preliminary evidence suggests that olanzapine may
be beneficial in facilitating weight gain and appears to be
well tolerated by patients. Thus, replication in larger samples
where safety and adherence can be better assessed represents
an important direction for future research.
No single psychological treatment has demonstrated clear
superiority over other psychological treatments in adults with
AN, not only in terms of efficacy but also in terms of patient
adherence to the therapy and safety (ie, need for hospitalization). Both behavioral therapy and CBT appear effective in
treating some symptoms of AN compared with nutritional
counseling control conditions. However, CBT has not demonstrated greater efficacy compared with other psychological
interventions. In contrast, family therapy in adolescents with
AN has demonstrated efficacy compared with alternative
psychotherapies in two independent RCTs, resulting in its
recognition as a well established psychosocial intervention
using the American Psychological Association’s Task Force
criteria.44 Several RCTs suggest that various forms of family
therapy are effective in treating adolescents, with good rates
of adherence for up to one year of treatment.
Overall, results highlight the difficulty in treating
individuals with AN, and further emphasize the importance of
continued efforts in developing new treatments. Thus far, treatment studies with AN have been confronted almost universally
with small sample sizes due to both the low base rate of the
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disorder and its ego-syntonic nature. The disorder is relatively
rare, affecting 0.5% of females in their lifetime,1 and many
patients endorse lack of motivation for treatment.45
One study evaluated factors leading to nonacceptance
and noncompletion in three treatment conditions (medication, CBT, and combination of medication and CBT) within
a multisite RCT.45 Overall, 46% of patients dropped out,
with greater treatment acceptance in the CBT and combined
treatment groups (81%) compared with the medication
alone treatment group (56%).45 This finding suggests that
despite any potential benefits associated with olanzapine,
treatment with medication alone may not be acceptable to
nearly half of patients with AN.45 Among those in the CBT
or combined treatment groups, individuals with high obsessive preoccupations had greater acceptance (91%) compared
with those who had low obsessive preoccupations (52%).
Furthermore, the only predictor of treatment completion
among the treatment acceptors was high self-esteem. Taken
together, these findings highlight the need to improve acceptance and to reduce drop-out, especially in individuals with
low self-esteem and fewer obsessive preoccupations.
In addition to low point prevalence and low motivation to
engage in treatment, medical complications provoked by AN
contribute to discontinuation in outpatient treatment studies.
This discontinuation further contributes to small sample
sizes, particularly when there are concerns about randomizing severely ill patients to an outpatient treatment condition. The severity of this disorder limits use of no treatment
or placebo only comparison groups due to ethical concerns.
The lack of no-treatment comparison conditions eliminates
the opportunity to identify treatments as “probably efficacious” according to the American Psychological Association’s Task Force criteria, and the lack of placebo comparison
groups eliminates one route to developing well established
treatments according to these criteria.46 Thus, when trials find
no significant differences among different active treatments,
it is unclear whether both treatments are effective but neither
is superior or whether neither is effective.
In response to challenges faced when conducting RCTs
in AN, researchers are actively pursuing novel approaches
for the treatment of AN, particularly in late adolescent
and adult populations, for which no psychosocial treatment of choice has been identified.47 A recent Request for
Applications from the National Institutes of Mental Health
targeted the development of innovative treatments for AN,
yielding funding for four treatment trials currently under
way. These trials include an examination of couple-based
therapy in adults,48 cognitive remediation therapy (CRT),49
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emotional acceptance behavior therapy,50 and food exposure therapy and ritual response prevention (AN-EX/RP).51
Each therapy is informed by interventions that have proven
effective in other mental disorders, as well as an enhanced
understanding of the vulnerabilities that contribute to the
development of AN.
Couple-based therapy is a CBT intervention targeting
core symptoms of AN as well as the unique challenges the
disorder places on couples. This therapy can be conceived
of as an extension of family-based therapies for children
and adolescents with AN to the meaningful family unit in
adults with AN. CRT is designed to address specific cognitive impairments found in AN, and it has been found to be
effective for teaching cognitive skills in other disorders (eg,
schizophrenia, obsessive-compulsive disorder). In the current
trial, CRT followed by CBT will be compared with CBT alone.
While CRT focuses on improving cognitive skills, emotional
acceptance behavior therapy emphasizes behavioral principles
and strategies to attempt to increase emotional awareness
and decrease avoidance of emotional negative states. Lastly,
AN-EX/RP uses cognitive and behavioral techniques to
address anxiety and avoidance behaviors surrounding meals
specifically. In the current pilot study, six months of outpatient AN-EX/RP will be compared with CBT in a group of
weight-restored patients with AN to examine the effectiveness of AN-EX/RP in reducing food avoidance and relapse.
This treatment is based on an explanatory model in which
AN is a fear-based disorder similar to anxiety disorders with
which AN shares high levels of comorbidity52 and familial
transmission.53
In addition to these four innovative treatment trials,
several other treatment studies are currently under way
in both adolescents and adults with AN. Using the search
term “anorexia nervosa” in the World Health Organization
International Clinical Trials Research Platform and the
National Institutes of Health clinicaltrials.gov databases
yielded 24 RCTs, with 10 having anticipated sample sizes
of greater than 60 participants per treatment arm. In terms of
medication, a large multisite outpatient RCT of olanzapine
versus placebo is under way in adults with AN.54 Ongoing
psychotherapy trials include further exploration of CBT
and family therapy, as well as other forms of psychotherapy
in the treatment of AN. CBT is being compared with focal
p sychodynamic 55 and CBT-based activity therapy 56 in
RCTs with sample sizes of more than 200 patients. Behavioral family therapy is being compared with individual
ego-oriented therapy,57 family systems therapy,58 and family
systems or individual therapy59 in adolescents, and with
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specialist supportive clinical management in adults with
AN.60 A large trial with a target sample of 400 patients is
comparing inpatient treatment, multifamily day treatment,
and outpatient family therapy in adolescents with AN.61
Treatment setting is also being explored in a trial, comparing
the effectiveness of 12-week inpatient versus day hospitalization for adolescents with AN across six hospitals.62 Lastly,
one large (n = 180) Internet-based relapse prevention trial is
testing an Internet program against treatment as usual following inpatient therapy.63 Thus, although published studies
to date have been plagued by small sample sizes, there are
many ongoing trials that are attempting to improve on this
limitation. Given the diversity of approaches being employed,
the future may provide greater insights into the efficacious
treatment of AN.
In the pursuit of evidence-based treatments for AN,
future research should examine moderators and mediators
of treatment effects. Moderators are factors not related to
the treatment condition, but identify potential subgroups
for which treatment effects may be more or less powerful.
For example, Lock et al36 found severity of obsessions and
compulsions and nonintact families to be associated with
greater improvements in the long term compared with
short-term family therapy. Mediators explain how or why a
given effect occurs. For example, if food exposure therapy
and ritual response prevention contributes to lower anxiety
around food and eating, and lower anxiety around food
and eating contributes to weight gain, then the mechanism
(reduced anxiety) would be understood for this intervention.
Examination of both moderators and mediators can help
identify which treatments may work best for whom and under
what circumstances, and may in turn help increase rates of
compliance and reduce rates of drop-out.
In conclusion, evidence for treatments in AN remains
limited despite decades of RCTs, and there are no definitive
treatments that work best for the majority of patients. For
adolescent patients, family-based therapy represents a well
established treatment according to the American Psychological Association’s Task Force criteria46 but was not accepted as
a Grade A treatment according to the National Institute for
Clinical Excellence guidelines (ie, at least one RCT as part
of a body of literature of overall good quality and consistency
addressing the specific recommendation without extrapolation).47 Because future research is under way, it is imperative
to continue to put forth effort to increase adherence and
motivation for treatment in those with AN in order to conduct
trials with a greater number of individuals and help patients
derive all potential benefits from a given treatment.
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